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Abstract 
Pioneer Bible Translators (PBT) administered a sentence repetition test (SRT) in the prefectures of 
Kankan, Beyla, Faranah, Kissidougou, Mamou, Kérouané, Dabola, Kouroussa, Dinguiraye, and 
Siguiri to answer two questions: (1) How proficient are the Konyanka, Sankaran, Wassalunka, and 
Kuranko in Maninka? (2) Is the Maninka region of Guinea linguistically homogeneous enough to use 
the same translation? 

The SRT was prepared in Kankan during the month of August 1998. It was prepared and calibrated 
using the Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE). It was then taken into much of Upper Guinea to test 
the degree of bilingual proficiency among the Konyanka, Sankaran, Wassalunka, and Kuranko in 
Maninka of Kankan. It was also taken to some of the major centers of the Maninka territory to test if 
the Maninka across Upper Guinea are proficient enough in the Kankan dialect to use the materials 
developed by the Society for International Ministries (SIM) in their language program centered in 
Kankan. 

Assuming an adequate literacy program in Maninka throughout Upper Guinea, it was found that the 
Maninka between Dabola, Dinguiraye, Matagania, Kouroussa, Naboun, Kankan, and Kérouané 
should be able to use the materials developed in Kankan. The Konyanka, Sankaran, and the people of 
Ouré-Kaba did not demonstrate a high enough level of proficiency in the Maninka of Kankan to use 
these materials. The results from Siguiri and Mandiana prefectures proved to be marginal. That is, it 
depends on at what level of proficiency one places the cut off as to whether or not they would need 
their own language development program. If one argues, as Barbara Grimes does, that the group 
should rank at an RPE level 4, then they would need their own program. If one allows a group to be a 
little less proficient than a native speaker then, the people of Siguiri and Mandiana can probably use 
the Kankan materials. In this survey it was decided that a RPE level of 4 would demonstrate they 
could use the Kankan materials while an RPE level of 3 or less would reveal that a another language 
program would need to be considered for them. The results in Siguiri and Mandiana were RPE levels 
of 3+. They will probably be able to use the Kankan materials, but there may be some difficulties.  
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Introduction 

General Information 

Survey Questions 
Using a sentence repetition test (SRT) prepared in Kankan and administered in rural villages of the 
Konyanka, Sankaran, Kuranko, Wassalunka, and Maninka language groups, this survey sought the 
answers to two questions: (1) How proficient are these dialects in Maninka? (2) Is the Maninka region 
of Guinea linguistically homogeneous enough to use the same translation?  

Past Survey 
In 1995 a recorded text test (RTT) was done by Pioneer Bible Translators (PBT) among the 
Konyanka, Manya (Toma-Manya), and the Maninka languages in the prefectures of Beyla, Macenta, 
and Kankan of the Republic of Guinea.1 In the RTT survey of 1995 it was found that Manya need 
their own language program and that Konyanka need their own program (pending bilingualism 
survey). With the Maninka of Kankan tape in Beyla, the surveyors found a high comprehension score 
with a low to marginal standard deviation2 (87% ± 10%). The hometown score was 98% ± 4%. Since 
the range from the standard deviations overlap, there is not a significant difference in the 
comprehension levels for the two tapes. This would normally indicate that the languages are mutually 
intelligible. According to the Survey Reference Manual, “When the effect of bilingualism is small, the 
standard deviation is usually less than 8 to 10% unless bilingualism is high throughout the community 
so that all those tested get very good scores.” Since the percentage of shared vocabulary in the word 
lists was fairly low (72% ± 3.6%3), it was reasoned that bilingualism was probably high throughout 
the community. To find out how well the Konyanka can understand Maninka it was recommended 
that a SRT be done.4 It was also found that due to sociolinguistic factors (the citizens of Beyla 
claimed to not understand Mauka) the Mauka language program being done by the Summer Institute 
of Linguistics (SIL) in the Ivory Coast5 would be inadequate for the Konyanka.6 

Population and Geographical Location 

Map of Survey Area 
Figure 1: Map of Test Locations is a map of the towns and villages where the SRT test was 
administered. Figure 2: Map of Approximate Language Locations is a map of the same test locations 
(unlabeled) relative to the approximate language boundaries in Guinea. The language boundaries 

                                                     
1 PBT-Guinea. 1995. Konyanka and Manya Survey Report. Conakry: Pioneer Bible Translators. Unpublished 
in-house document. 
2 Bergman, T.G. 1990. Survey Reference Manual.  “Summarizing and Drawing Conclusions from the Numbers 
in a Language Survey.” Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. p 8.1.7. 
3 PBT-Guinea. 1997. Jaxanka Dialect Mutual Intelligibility Survey Report. Conakry: Pioneer Bible Translators. 
Unpublished in-house document. pp 8–9. 
4 PBT-Guinea. 1995. Konyanka and Manya Survey Report. Conakry: Pioneer Bible Translators. Unpublished 
in-house document. pp 23–24. 
5 The question was raised if the Mauka translation could be used as the base text in a CARLA project. This 
would need to be looked into. Other possibilities are Maninka, Djoula, Bambara, and Kuranko. 
6 PBT-Guinea. 1995. Konyanka and Manya Survey Report. Conakry: Pioneer Bible Translators. Unpublished 
in-house document. p 22. 
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drawn in figure 2 are from the 2000 Ethnologue map with some modifications made as a result of 
PBT’s linguistic surveys to date.  
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       Figure 1: Map of Test Locations 
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       Figure 2: Map of Approximate Language Locations 

Maninka Population 
The Bureau National de Recensement (BNR) in Guinea is compiling the information gathered from 
their 1996 census. At this time they have available population statistics for the subprefectures. They 
hope to eventually publish the census information that would include village level population figures. 
When this information becomes available, more accurate population figures for the various language 
groups in Guinea can be calculated.  

Using what is currently available from the BNR, PBT estimates that as of 1996 there were 985,292 
Maninka in Upper Guinea who would be able to use the Maninka translation. Table 1: Maninka 
Population by Region lists the data used in the BNR report to arrive at the estimated total of Maninka 
speakers. The percentages reflect the estimated land area that is covered by the language group in that 
prefecture. This assumes that the population is evenly dispersed throughout the prefecture. This is 
most probably not true, but it does give a reasonable estimate. This estimated total includes all of the 
Siguiri and Mandiana prefectures. The results of this survey reveal that the Wassalunka (most all of 
the Mandiana prefecture) and parts of the Siguiri prefecture were marginal in their comprehension of 
the Maninka of Kankan. They may have some difficulty using the Kankan materials (See 
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“Conclusions” of this report for more details). The populations listed in tables 1 through 4 do not 
include those living outside of these prefectures, for example, those living in Conakry.  

Table 1: Maninka Population by Region 

Percent of Prefecture 
in Maninka Region 

Population 
According 
to BNR 
Report 

Estimated 
Maninka 
Population 
in 
Prefecture 

50% Dabola 110,965 55,482 

69% Dinguiraye 137,138 94,625 

7% Faranah 147,743 10,342 

85% Kankan 262,547 223,165 

20% Kérouané 153,913 30,783 

86% Kouroussa 149,325 128,420 

100% Mandiana 170,881 170,881 

100% Siguiri 271,594 271,594 

Total Est. Maninka Population 985,292 

Konyanka 
Using what is currently available from the BNR it is estimated that as of 1996 there were 216,036 
Konyanka in Guinea. Table 2: Konyanka Population by Region lists the data used in the BNR report 
to arrive at the estimated total of Konyanka speakers. 

Table 2: Konyanka Population by Region 

Percentage of 
Prefecture in 
Konyanka Region 

Population 
According 
to BNR 
Report 

Estimated 
Maninka 
Population 
in 
Prefecture 

Beyla (95%) 167,461 159,088 

Kérouané (37%) 153,913 56,948 

Total Est. Konyanka Population 216,036 

Kuranko 
From the BNR report it is estimated that there were 198,432 Kuranko in Guinea in 1996. Table 3: 
Kuranko Population by Region lists the data used in the BNR report to arrive at the estimated total of 
Kuranko speakers. 
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Table 3: Kuranko Population by Region 

Percentage of 
Prefecture in 
Kuranko Region 

Population 
According 
to BNR 
Report 

Estimated 
Maninka 
Population 
in 
Prefecture 

Faranah (21%) 147,743 31,026 

Kankan (9%) 262,547 23,629 

Kérouané (25%) 153,913 38,478 

Kissidougou (41%) 205,836 84,393 

Kouroussa (14%) 149,325 20,906 

Total Est. Kuranko Population 198,432 

Sankaran 
The team estimated that there were 56,142 Sankaran in Guinea in 1996, about 38 percent of the 
population listed in the BNR report for the prefecture of Faranah.  

Wassalunka 
The BNR report lists the population of the Mandiana prefecture as 170,881 people. The Wassalunka 
speakers probably comprise the entire Mandiana prefecture and extend a little into the Kankan and 
Siguiri prefectures and possibly a little into the Beyla prefecture. So their total population would be a 
little more than the population of the Mandiana prefecture. More survey would be needed to find the 
actual boundaries of this dialect. 

Ourékabakan 
The BNR report lists the population of the Ouré-Kaba subprefecture as 20,667 people. The population 
of Ourean Maninka speakers will be less than this since there are also Pular villages and Limba 
villages in the subprefecture of Ouré-Kaba. The actual number of Ourean Maninka speakers is 
probably a little more than half the population of the subprefecture. 

Linguistic 
Dialects of Maninka in Guinea are reported as follows: “Jaxanko, kakkabh, konyankan, kurankokole, 
lelekan, manikabakan, manika-mori-kan, mixiförîkwi, sankarankan, tomamaninyan, wasulukan, 
wuladalakan, wure-kabakan.”7 Those investigated in this survey are Konyankan (Konyanka), 
Kurankokole (Kuranko), Sankarankan (Sankaran), Wasulukan (Wassalunka), Wure-kabakan 
(Ourékabakan or Ourean Maninka) and Maninka of Kankan.8 Jaxanko, Lelekan, Mixiförîkwi, and 
Tomamaninyan have been investigated in other surveys done by PBT. 

The linguistic relationships of the languages investigated in this survey are illustrated in figure 3: 
Linguistic Relationships. Some additions were made to this chart. Siguiri, Ouré-Kaba, and Sankaran 
were added as unclassified dialects. More research is needed to know where to classify them. In this 
chart, Wasulu probably refers to the same dialect as Wassalunka in this report.  

                                                     
7Irla, Enquetes Dialectologiques sur le Mandingue, Republique de Guinée. 
8 Maninka of Kankan is similar to Manika-mori-kan though mixed with some of the others as Kankan is an 
urban center.  
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Genetic Relations Language Name Dialect Name
Niger-Congo

Mande
Western

Northwestern
Northern

Greater Mandekan
Mandekan

Kuranko
KURANKO

Manding
MALINKE

WASULU
MANINKA

Bö
Unclassified KONYANKA

(?) "SIGUIRI" (prefecture name)
(?) SANKARAN
(?) "OUREKABA" (souprefecture name)

  

Figure 3: Linguistic Relationships9 

There are some references to the Sankaran, Konyanka, and Wassalunka dialects in articles on 
Maninka. They refer to these as closely related dialects of Maninka. 

The Need for an Objective Survey Tool 
Throughout most of Upper Guinea, the Kankan dialect of Maninka is seen as a prestigious dialect. It 
is used as a language of wider communication throughout Upper Guinea and parts of the Forest 
Region. It was one of Guinea’s official languages during the time of Sékou Touré (president of 
Guinea from 1958 to 1984) and was one of the languages used in the school system of that time. This 
prestige has made subjective survey tools less effective. Many of the Mandé peoples previously 
surveyed by PBT expressed openness to using materials produced in Maninka. All of them expressed 
that they would, however, prefer materials in their own dialects. Therefore, a bilingualism test in all of 
Upper Guinea and some of the Forest Region was needed to help identify translation needs in Guinea. 
It was also needed to verify if the Maninka region of Guinea is linguistically homogeneous enough to 
profit from the language program implemented by SIM in Kankan.  

                                                     
9 Based on a chart from the Summer Institute of Linguistics. The exact source information is unknown at this 
time. 
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Procedures 

Preparing the SRT 

Choosing and Assembling the Sentences 
50 sentences and phrases were selected from a speech given at the funeral of Solomon Konté, the 
inventor of the N’ko10 script. The text was originally written in N’ko and was transcribed into the text 
written in the official orthography.11 To assist the linguists unfamiliar with Maninka a Maninka 
language assistant translated the text into French. 

The sentences were arranged in order of length from shortest to longest. They were verified with a 
native speaker that the sentences still sounded natural and made sense after having been taken out of 
their larger context.  

Next, the sentences were interlinearized using Shoebox12 and a lexicon database provided by an SIM 
missionary involved in the current Maninka project.  

Once this was done, a native speaker was recorded reading the sentences. This was done using a 
Marantz tape recorder and a lapel microphone.  Using a Toyota Prado parked in a garage as a sound 
studio reduced background noise. Each sentence was numbered in Maninka on the master cassette. 
The sentences, without the numbering in Maninka, were then copied onto another cassette, which was 
used for the testing. 

The sentences were tested on three native Maninka speakers and two nonnative speakers. It was found 
that there was a lack of simple sentences, so six more sentences were added at the end of the master 
cassette. Then each sentence was copied again to another cassette with the six new simple sentences 
added to the beginning. After making this second test tape, it was pointed out that one of the sentences 
used the word “nka” which comes from Mali and is not used in the Maninka of Guinea. The sentence 
was left with the other sentences since it had already been recorded. This sentence was not used in the 
final form of the test. 

The Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE) 
The SRT only measures a person’s ability to repeat the sentences they hear one time. Therefore, in 
order for it to evaluate language proficiency, it needs to be calibrated with another test that more 
directly evaluates proficiency. The RPE actually measures a person's proficiency in the language 
through interviews of native speakers (L1 speakers) concerning the proficiency of nonnative speakers 
(L2 speakers) they know. For this survey the SRT was calibrated to the Reported Proficiency 
Evaluation described in Radloff’s Sentence Repetition Testing.13  

The first step in the evaluation process is to make a list of L2 Maninka speakers that the L1 evaluator 
knows well. Second, the L1 evaluator is guided through the process of ranking their L2 acquaintances 
from poorest speaker to best speaker. Next, the L1 speaker is assisted in evaluating his or her L2 

                                                     
10 N’ko is an indigenous script developed by Solomon Konté in the early 1950s. It has its own literacy 
movement among many of the Mandé languages throughout much of West Africa. 
11 The Guinea government has established an official orthography for writing the languages of Guinea. This 
orthography is based on the International Phonetic Alphabet. 
12 1996. The Linguist’s Shoebox. version 3.02. Waxhaw: JAARS.  
13 Radloff, Carla F. 1991. Sentence Repetition Testing for Studies of Community Bilingualism. Dallas: Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. 
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acquaintances using the Maninka translation of the FSI skill descriptions,14 which describes different 
levels of proficiency in the areas of accent, grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension.  

In preparing the RPE, the Foreign Service Institute’s (FSI) skill area descriptions from Radloff15 were 
translated into French (see appendices for FSI descriptions and their translations). Then an L1 
Maninka speaker was trained to guide other L1 speakers in evaluating their L2 acquaintances. In his 
training he first translated the FSI skill descriptions from French into Maninka. This translation was 
checked with another L1 speaker. Then he was guided in evaluating some of his L2 acquaintances.   

Once the evaluation assistant was guided through the evaluation process, he was then observed as he 
guided another L1 speaker in evaluating his L2 Maninka speaking acquaintances. The one 
misunderstanding that existed throughout the RPE phase was that he thought he was training others to 
do what he was doing. He wanted to give evaluation forms to people, even L2 speakers, to have them 
evaluate their friends. This was not a big problem as long as it was continually verified with him 
whether or not he was the one that led the L1 speaker through the evaluation process.  

The RPE evaluation forms were numbered when printed. The number of the form followed by the line 
number of the participant’s evaluation was assigned to each participant giving them unique 
identification (ID) numbers for tracking the data.  

Training the SRT Test Administrator 
Once several people had been evaluated with the RPE, times were arranged to meet with them and 
have them repeat the fifty-six sentences. The same L1 speaker that assisted in the RPE evaluations 
was trained as the test administrator. It was explained to him how to evaluate the sentences. He was to 
mark all the errors the person made in repeating the sentences on a form consisting of the sentences 
written out in the Maninka orthography (the one based on the IPA characters being used in the current 
language project). He was told to mark as errors the following: places where a word or group of words 
were left out, where they replaced a word with another word (even if it made sense), any changes in 
the order of the words in the sentence, any words that were not clear, any added words or phrases, any 
repetition or restarting of words or phrases, and any mispronounced words or grammatical mistakes. 
These errors were put in a small chart as in table 4: Error Marking Convention and printed on the first 
page of each of the fifty-six sentence test forms. The table was not included on the final test form.  

Table 4: Error Marking Convention 

o omission d'un mot (word omitted) 

s substitution d'un mot pour un autre (substitution of one word for another) 

> ou < changement d'arrangement des mots (changed word order) 

~~ des mots ne sont pas clairs (unclear words) 

+ un mot ou une expression était ajouté (addition of a word or phrase) 

R répétiton d'un mot ou une expression (repetition of a word or phrase) 

M un mauvais mot ou une erreur grammaticale (wrong word or grammatical error) 

 

A Marantz tape recorder and three pairs of headphones were used in administering the test. The 
participant listened to the sentences with one pair of headphones, the test administrator listened with 
another pair, and the survey team leader listened with the third to verify the administrators evaluation 
and to operate the tape player. Each sentence was played one at a time with the tape player placed on 
pause at the end of each sentence. This was to let the participant know when to repeat the phrase and 
                                                     
14 ibid. pp 147–151. 
15 ibid. pp 147–151. 
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to give him or her time to repeat the phrase. The test was first given to three L1 Maninka speakers and 
two L2 speakers as a test run for the administrator and the sentences. The administrator explained to 
each participant what he or she was to do, giving him or her examples and making sure they 
understood the testing procedure.  

Each sentence scored from 0 to 3 points. Three points were given for a perfectly repeated sentence. 
For each error one point was subtracted up to three errors. This gave a total possible score of 168 for 
the initial test. When the final fifteen sentences were selected, they were evaluated in the same 
manner. This resulted in a maximum possible score of 45 points for the final form of the test. 

Throughout the evaluation and testing phase, the results were tracked in a spreadsheet. It helped to 
make sure that the evaluations and tests were going well. It was found that three people were 
evaluated higher than their sentence repetition ability demonstrated. One was way off and was 
eliminated from use in the final calibration and sentence selection. His Maninka proficiency was 
evaluated as being about as good as a native speaker, but his ability to repeat the sentences was in the 
area of an early intermediate speaker. This was pointed out to the administrator as a part of a daily 
check and evaluation of his work and progress. After pointing this out to him, five others appeared on 
the graph as being evaluated a little lower than their actual ability.  

It was decided that someone who was evaluated with the highest ranking on the RPE’s Proficiency 
descriptions in all five areas would be considered someone who spoke like an L1 speaker. So two L1 
speakers were added to the evaluation and tested. They were evaluated at the highest RPE level and 
then tested with the fifty-six sentences. Altogether forty-six people were evaluated and tested. Only 
forty-five people were kept in the final sentence selection and calibration.  

Final Sentence Selection 
The RPE letter ratings were converted into a numeric score using the weighing table from Radloff’s 
book reprinted here in table 5: RPE Weighting Table. This numeric score relates to the FSI rankings 
as represented in table 6: RPE Levels Conversion Table. A copy of the description of the FSI rankings 
as found in Radloff’s book can be found in the appendices under “RPE Level Descriptions.” 

Table 5: RPE Weighting Table16 

Proficiency description A B C D E F  

Accent 0 1 2 2 3 4 _______ 

Grammar 6 12 18 24 30 36 _______ 

Vocabulary 4 8 12 16 20 24 _______ 

Fluency 2 4 6 8 10 12 _______ 

Comprehension 4 8 12 15 19 23 _______ 

Total points score (use in conversion table)       _______ 

Table 6: RPE Levels Conversion Table17 

Total 16–25 26–32 33–42 43–52 53–62 63–72 73–82 83–92 93–99 

Level 0+ 1 1+ 2 2+ 3 3+ 4 4+ 

Once numeric values were given to the RPE scores they were placed on a scatter graph relating the 
RPE scores with the SRT scores. As each participant was evaluated and tested their scores were added 

                                                     
16 ibid. p 144. 
17 ibid. p 144. 
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to the graph in figure 4:SRT/RPE Scatter Graph (56 Sentences). This allowed for an on-going 
evaluation of the progress of the test preparation. 

Figure 4: SRT/RPE Scatter Graph (56 Sentences) 

Each of the participants scores were entered into a spreadsheet to help facilitate the arranging of the 
data necessary to calculate the discrimination index (DI) and the difficulty level (DL) for each 
sentence. Radloff describes the DI as “a measure that shows which sentences are most effective in 
discriminating among performances of subjects displaying the varying levels of proficiency.”18 She 
states that the DL is “a description of the percent of INCORRECT responses obtained for a particular 
sentence.”19 The DL is calculated using the formula in Equation 1: Sentence Difficulty Level (DL) . 

Equation 1: Sentence Difficulty Level (DL) 20 
( )
( )sentencefor that  points possible Total

sentencefor that  pointscorrect  ofNumber 
-1.00Level Difficulty =  

Calculating the DI requires some reorganizing of the data. Table 7: Sample Data Arrangement 
illustrates this using sample data. In the spreadsheet program, the participant’s identification number 
was placed in the first column. Each sentence was then given three columns. The first column was for 
the actual score for each participant. The second column contained the same actual score for the 
participant that would later be resorted. The third column contained the formula in each cell that 
would give the absolute value of the cell in the first column of that sentence minus the cell in the 
second column. The last column in the data table was the sum of the actual scores for each sentence 
for that participant. 

                                                     
18 ibid. p 55. 
19 ibid. p 59. 
20 ibid. p 59. 
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Table 7: Sample Data Arrangement 

SRT Sentence Numbers
1 2 Participant'sParticipant's

Participants Actual Rearr. Diff. Actual Rearr. Diff. Total ScoreTotal Score
1.1 3 3 0 3 3 0 6
1.3 2 2 0 3 3 0 5
1.4 3 3 0 3 3 0 6
1.6 2 2 0 0 0 0 2
1.7 2 2 0 3 3 0 5
4.2 2 2 0 3 3 0 5
4.4 0 0 0 3 3 0 3

Sentence Total 14 18
DI

 

After all the participants' scores were entered into the spreadsheet, the rows were sorted in ascending 
order according to the total scores. Next, the second column for each sentence (the “rearr.” column) 
was sorted in ascending order. Then in each row the difference between the actual score and the 
rearranged score was calculated for each sentence in the third column. The sum of the numbers in the 
third column for each sentence constituted the DI score for that sentence. When this was done, the 
data resembled the data in table 8: Sample of Rearranged Data.  

Table 8: Sample of Rearranged Data 

SRT Sentence Numbers
1 2 Participant'sParticipant's

Participants Actual Rearr. Diff. Actual Rearr. Diff. Total ScoreTotal Score
1.6 2 0 2 0 0 0 2
4.4 0 2 2 3 3 0 3
1.3 2 2 0 3 3 0 5
1.7 2 2 0 3 3 0 5
4.2 2 2 0 3 3 0 5
1.1 3 3 0 3 3 0 6
1.4 3 3 0 3 3 0 6

Sentence Total 14 18
DI 4 0

 

The sentences are arranged in table 9: DL and DI Values for Sentence Selection according to their 
difficulty level (DL) from the easiest sentence to the hardest. The discrimination index (DI) for each 
sentence is also listed. These values were used to select fifteen sentences to be used in the final form 
of the test and three other sentences to be used in a practice test. Sentences with the lowest DI scores 
(all less than 20) over a broad range of difficulty were selected as the sentences that would most 
consistently test the participant’s Maninka proficiency. These became the final version of the test. The 
sentences chosen were used in the following order: 2, 5, A6, 9, 11, 25, 13, 30, 33, 18, 32, 49, 20, 36, 
and 40. Sentences A2, A5, and 4 were chosen for the practice test.  
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Table 9: DL and DI Values for Sentence Selection 

Sentence # Totals DL DI Sentence # Totals DL DI
A2 128 0.05 8 31 36 0.73 22 
3 121 0.10 14 21 35 0.74 20 
A4 118 0.13 22 16 34 0.75 22 
A5 118 0.13 18 29 34 0.75 20 
1 112 0.17 20 33 34 0.75 14 
A1 111 0.18 20 26 31 0.77 16 
A3 109 0.19 18 18 27 0.80 10 
4 107 0.21 18 39 20 0.85 18 
2 103 0.24 16 32 19 0.86 10 
6 91 0.33 20 35 17 0.87 16 
5 89 0.34 18 28 15 0.89 12 
A6 75 0.44 14 49 15 0.89 10 
12 64 0.53 24 10 14 0.90 16 
9 63 0.53 14 19 13 0.90 12 
7 62 0.54 16 37 13 0.90 14 
8 57 0.58 16 20 10 0.93 8 
11 56 0.59 12 43 9 0.93 12 
34 55 0.59 16 36 5 0.96 4 
15 53 0.61 16 44 4 0.97 4 
22 53 0.61 16 45 4 0.97 2 
25 52 0.61 12 38 3 0.98 6 
17 51 0.62 24 40 3 0.98 4 
13 44 0.67 16 42 3 0.98 6 
27 44 0.67 26 48 2 0.99 2 
24 43 0.68 22 41 1 0.99 2 
30 39 0.71 16 46 1 0.99 0 
23 38 0.72 22 47 1 0.99 2 
14 37 0.73 22 50 0 1.00 0   

The final fifteen sentences and the three practice sentences were copied from the original master 
cassette onto the final test tape. The sentences were also written out in Maninka for the final test form. 
One side of the test form had the sentences written out, and the other side was for gathering some 
pertinent biographical information. The location of the test, date, age and sex of the participant, his or 
her place of birth and that of his or her parents, a little about the traveling they had done, and how 
long they had been in the area were recorded on the test form. A copy of the form can be found in the 
appendices under “Appendix G: Maninka of Kankan SRT Score Sheet. ” 

Calibrating the SRT with the RPE 
Once the final fifteen sentences and the three practice sentences were selected, the participants' scores 
for the final form of the test were extracted. In theory, the extracted score for each participant is the 
score he or she would have received if he or she had taken the final form of the test instead of the 
initial form. These scores were then used to calibrate the SRT to the RPE.  

The SRT only measures a person’s ability to repeat the sentences they hear one time. The RPE 
actually measures their proficiency in the language. Therefore, the SRT is only as good as its ability to 
predict the person’s RPE score. In order to estimate the RPE level for a given SRT score, the 
extracted scores were plotted on a graph as in figure 5: SRT/RPE Scatter Graph (Final 15 Sentences). 
Then the least squares regression line was calculated and drawn on the graph (the solid line on the 
graph in figure 5). This line marks the estimated RPE score for any given SRT score. It was calculated 
using the formula in Equation 2: Calculating the Line of Regression where x is any given SRT score 
and yest is the estimated RPE value for that score. The y intercept (a0) and the slope of the regression 
line (a1) were calculated using the formulas in Equation 3: Calculating the y Intercept and Equation 4: 
Calculating the Slope of the Regression Line respectively. Again, x is the SRT scores and y is the RPE 
scores.  
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Figure 5: SRT/RPE Scatter Graph (Final 15 Sentences) 

Equation 2: Calculating the Line of Regression21 
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Equation 3: Calculating the y Intercept22 
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Equation 4: Calculating the Slope of the Regression Line23 
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The standard error of estimate (SEE) for this test was also calculated and drawn on the scatter graph, 
represented in figure 5: SRT/RPE Scatter Graph (Final 15 Sentences) by two dotted lines. The SEE 
lines are a measure of the test’s accuracy. Radloff describes the SEE as being “analogous to the 
standard deviation. Just as sixty-eight percent of a population are within one standard deviation of the 
mean, so sixty-eight percent of the actual measured values are within one standard error of estimate of 
the value estimated from the regression line.”24 The value for the SEE was calculated using the 
formula in Equation 5: Standard Error of Estimate (SEE)  where y is the RPE score, x is the SRT 
score, n is the number of participants, and a0 and a1 were the values calculated in Equation 3: 
Calculating the y Intercept and Equation 4: Calculating the Slope of the Regression Line respectively. 

                                                     
21 ibid. p 64. 
22 ibid. p 64. 
23 ibid. p 64. 
24 ibid. p 66. 
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Equation 5: Standard Error of Estimate (SEE) 25 
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Another measure of the test's accuracy is the correlation between the RPE scores and the SRT scores. 
This was calculated using the formula in Equation 6: Coefficient of Correlation where n is the number 
of participants, y is the RPE score and x is the SRT score. The calculated correlation for this survey 
was r = +0.79. 

Equation 6: Coefficient of Correlation26 
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Using the line of regression in figure 5: SRT/RPE Scatter Graph (Final 15 Sentences) the SRT scores 
that correlate with the RPE levels were found. Table 10: SRT/RPE Levels gives the RPE proficiency 
levels for corresponding RPE and SRT scores. These proficiency levels were taken from the Foreign 
Service Institute’s second language proficiency levels. They are described in the appendices under 
“Appendix D: RPE Level Descriptions.” 

Table 10: SRT/RPE Levels 

RPE Score 16–25 26–32 33–42 43–52 53–62 63–72 73–82 83–92 93–99 

SRT Score -- 0–2 3–7 8–12 13–18 19–23 24–28 29–33 34–36 

Level 0+ 1 1+ 2 2+ 3 3+ 4 4+ 

Administering the assembled SRT  
After calibrating the SRT with the RPE, the survey team administered the 15-sentence test in the 
various test sites. The percent standard deviation (s%) was calculated for each population group 
throughout the administration phase of the survey. It was calculated using the formula in Equation 7: 
Percent Standard Deviation where x is each participant’s SRT score, ave x is the average of the SRT 
scores, n is the number of SRT scores and 45 is the total possible on the test. 

Equation 7: Percent Standard Deviation 
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−
−

= n

xavexsum

s  

The percent standard deviation is an indicator for verifying bilingualism when used in a RTT. In the 
case of the RTT, for example, it is held that a standard deviation much higher than 15 percent is 
probably the result of bilingualism. In the case of the SRT, which is used to evaluate bilingual 
proficiency, the reason for this calculation may not be obvious. However, it proved to be a good check 
for results already acquired by RTTs done in other surveys, and it provided a measure of the 
uniformity of the population's bilingual proficiency in the Maninka of Kankan. A high standard 
deviation would indicate that a significant percentage of the population was less proficient in 
Maninka. It also proved helpful in making sure that only mother-tongue Maninka speakers were 
evaluated in control testing the SRT in a metropolitan area like Kankan.  

                                                     
25 ibid. p 67. 
26 ibid. p 67. 
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Test Locations 
The calibrated SRT was control tested in Kankan with nineteen L1 Maninka speakers. The overall 
average RPE level for the L1 speakers was a 4. The highest scores were higher than the RPE was 
designed to evaluate, meaning they were possibly as high as a 5. The lowest score was 3+. This 
demonstrated that the test was working well. If it was calibrated with a different proficiency 
evaluation (one that tests above a 4) this SRT might have been able to distinguish between a 4+ and 5. 
For this test, anything over 99 on the RPE was considered as possibly a 4+ or 5 on an FSI type scale. 

It was hypothesized that the testing procedure might intimidate those younger than 15 years old 
causing them to do poorly on the test. It made sense to the researchers that a 45-year-old college 
professor teaching in his own language would do better than a 10 year old native speaker of the same 
language. To verify this, twenty-two more L1 participants, between the ages of 9 and 22, were added 
to the Kankan test location. Though they seemed to do well, those under 15 did score a little lower 
with a higher percent standard deviation. The team decided that through the remainder of the survey 
only participants between 15 and 65 years of age would be evaluated. Those over 65 were excluded to 
avoid false data due to possible hearing problems. 

A second test administrator was trained by the first test administrator. Six participants were 
independantly evaluated by both test administrators at the same time. It was found that they both 
scored the six participants very nearly the same. With these two test administrators the test was taken 
to and administered in the locations indicated in figure 6: Map of Test Locations (reprinted). 
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       Figure 6: Map of Test Locations (reprinted) 
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Results 

SRT Test Locations 
A summary of the results from control testing the SRT in Kankan, using the first test administrator, is 
displayed in table 11: SRT Verification Results. This table presents in columns the grouping factors, 
number of participants, average score, average RPE level, and the percent standard deviation for the 
population groupings. The participants’ scores were arranged into groups of at least ten or more 
according to age and gender. This was done to verify whether or not those under 15 years old would 
be affected by the testing procedure. It appears those under 16 years old may not have performed as 
well as other age groups. However, when the 9 to 15 year olds’ scores were compared with the 16 to 
20 year old group using the Mann-Witney U test, it was found that the two groups were not 
statistically different enough to draw this conclusion. So, it may have been acceptable to use those 
under 15 years old in this survey, but the survey team felt more confident seeking people between the 
ages of 15 and 65 years old. 

Table 11: SRT Verification Results 

Kankan (10/28/98 and 11/23/98) - Maninka
Factors # of part avg score avg level % std dev% std dev
Overall 41 31 4 13%
Men 21 30 4 14%

Women 20 32 4 12%
M 15+ 13 31 4 9%
W 15+ 14 33 4 10%
9-15 15 29 4 16%
16+ 24 32 4 10%

16-20 10 35 4+ 11%
21+ 14 31 4 8%
27- 29 32 4 14%
28+ 10 30 4 9%  

Presented in Table 12: Summary Results of Admin1’s Test Locations are the summary results from 
the test locations where the first test administrator administered the SRT.  

Table 12: Summary Results of Admin1’s Test Locations 

Factors # of part ave score ave level % std dev Factors # of part ave score ave level % std dev% std dev
Sérékoro (10/15/98) - Sankaran Dabola (11/20/98) - Maninka

Overall 40 18 2+ 16% Overall 10 30 4 10%
Men 20 20 3 17% Saladou (01/17/99) - Wassalounka

Women 20 17 2+ 13% Overall 35 25 3+ 21%
Kouroussa (11/16/98) - Maninka Men 20 28 3+ 19%

Overall 20 32 4 10% Women 15 21 3 20%
Men 10 32 4 12% Diaraguéréla (5/9/99) - Konyanka

Women 10 32 4 9% Overall 11 13 2 14%
Dinguiraye (11/18/98) - Maninka Diaradou (5/27/99) - Toranka

Overall 20 31 4 12% Overall 12 31 4 9%
Men 10 33 4 10% Naboun (5/28/99) - Maninka of Siguiri

Women 10 29 4 12% Overall 12 30 4 6%
Matagania (11/19/98) - Maninka

Overall 10 29 4 9%  

The test was control checked again with the second test administrator to make sure that he and the 
first administrator were scoring the test in a similar fashion. Table 13: Summary Results of Admin2’s 
Test Verification presents the summary results of this verification test. As can be seen, when 
compared with table 11: SRT Verification Results, the scores overall were lower and the standard 
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deviation was higher demonstrating that bilingualism was possibly involved. It appears that not 
everyone chosen by admin2 to test for this verification test was a native Maninka speaker.  

Table 13: Summary Results of Admin2’s Test Verification 

Kankan (3/14/99) - Maninka
Factors # of part ave score ave level % std dev% std dev
Overall 12 22 3 19%  

Instead of having the second test administrator test another group of people in Kankan, he and admin1 
independently scored six participants at the same time. Both were given score sheets and listened with 
headphones to the tape and the participant repeating the phrases. Table 14: Admin1/Admin2 

Comparison lists the number of points each had marked off for each participant. As can be seen, 
though they did not score each participant identically, their scores where very similar.  

Table 14: Admin1/Admin2 Comparison 

date Participant Mohammed Lanciné
3/14/99 1 -10 -7 
3/14/99 2 -12 -12 
3/14/99 3 -11 -11 
3/15/99 4 -4 -5 
3/15/99 5 -4 -4 
3/16/99 6 -8 -8  

A summary of the test results from the locations of the second test administrator is found in table 1: 
Summary Results of Admin2’s Test Locations.  

Table 15: Summary Results of Admin2’s Test Locations 

Factors # of part ave score ave level % std dev% std dev
Kintinian (2/20/99 men) & (2/22/99 women) - 

Maninka (Siguiri)
Overall 30 25 3+ 13%
Men 15 26 3+ 15%

Women 15 24 3 10%
Ouré-Kaba (3/23/99) - Ourekabakan

Overall 20 16 2+ 12%
Men 10 15 2+ 13%

Women 10 18 2+ 10%
Manfran (3/25/99) - Koranko

Overall 20 19 3 12%
Men 10 22 3 12%

Women 10 16 2+ 9%  

The map in figure 1: Survey Results Summary Map is presented as an overall summary of the results 
of this survey. It marks the test locations along with their overall RPE level and the percent standard 
deviation. 
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             Figure 7: Survey Results Summary Map 

Sociolinguistic Observations 

Saladou - Wassalunka 
When the people were asked what language they spoke they said it was “the Maninka spoken here.” 
They say there are differences between Maninka of Kankan and Wassalunka. They knew of and were 
able to give many examples.27 Still, one had the impression that it would not take long for someone 
that knows or has learned Maninka to learn Wassalunka. 

There were people who knew how to read and write in N’ko. It didn’t appear to be as prevalent as in 
some other Maninka villages where one can find N’ko written on the sides of houses. They didn’t go 
out of their way to introduce the team to N’ko teachers in the village as they had in other places like 
Matagania and Kintinia. When asked if they would use materials written in Maninka, they said that 
they would need to be taught to read first. Literacy seemed to be one of their biggest felt needs. 

Kintinian – Maninka of Siguiri 
Those interviewed in Kintinian claimed that everyone in the area speaks the same dialect until you get 
to Naboun. They said that from Naboun north the people speak a little more like the people in Mali, 
but that they can still understand each other. They pointed out that the people speak the same dialect 
all the way to just beyond Fifa but not as far as Matagania. Figure 8: Northeast Guinea illustrates 
these villages and some of the roads in the area. None of the rivers are drawn in this map. 

                                                     
27 Personal conversations with people in Saladou. 
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                      Figure 8: Northeast Guinea 

Ouré-Kaba – Ourean Maninka (or Ourékabakan) 
Ourékabakan is Maninka for “the language of Ouré-Kaba.” Ouré-Kaba is the name of the sub-
prefecture. When asked what they call their language, their most frequent response was “Maninka.” 
When pressed for the name of their dialect of Maninka they said it was “Maninka Ouréen” or 
“Ourékabakan.” 

Observations Regarding Interest in N'ko 
It was observed that the areas that scored at a level 4 on the SRT seemed to have a high interest in 
N’ko. Often when explaining the work that the team was doing and the translation that was being 
done in Kankan, N’ko would be brought up. They would then introduce the team to various N’ko 
teachers and readers in their village. Those areas that did not score as high as a level 4 would, when 
asked, claim to have people who could read N’ko but would not go out of their way to introduce them. 
The only exception to this was Kintinian, which scored at a level 3+. Although their overall score was 
not as high as a level 4, the people of Kintinian nevertheless introduced the team to their N’ko society 
who had helped in rounding up participants for the test. Tracts written in N’ko made good gifts and 
were well received in areas with a high interest in N’ko. 
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Conclusions 

Evaluation of SRT Process 
Though the SRT takes a lot of time and energy to prepare and calibrate, once calibrated it is rather 
simple to administer. A large number of participants can be evaluated in a relatively short amount of 
time. It is also very easy to take on the road to evaluate participants spread out over a large area of the 
country. 

Since the SRT does not test a participant's proficiency directly, it is harder to undermine. With 
question and answer type tests, participants might be able to guess the correct answers. Here, they 
either repeat the sentences as they are on the cassette or they do not. The sentences are too numerous 
and are administered too quickly for one participant to remember long enough to make another 
participant familiar with them. Still, the SRT is only as good as its ability to predict what a 
participant’s score might be on a more direct evaluation of his/her proficiency.  

The Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE) was the test instrument used that directly measures a 
participant’s language proficiency. In preparing this SRT, the survey team was able to achieve a +0.79 
correlation between the SRT and the RPE. This correlation reveals that when the RPE scores rise the 
SRT scores also rise at exactly the same degree about 80 percent of the time.  

Table 16: Interpretation System for Coefficient of Correlation is a summary description of the 
relatedness of two series based on their correlation calculation. According to table 16, +0.79 is a high 
correlation demonstrating a marked relationship between the RPE scores and SRT scores. Radloff, in 
a discussion on how to improve the correlation, pointed out that they were able to obtain a correlation 
as high as +0.90. Others had used tests with correlation coefficients that were much lower. She quotes 
Cartier as saying, “correlations with [oral proficiency] interview ratings above r = .70 are quite 
respectable.”28 The correlation on this survey of r = +0.79 should be acceptable for the purposes of 
this survey.  

Table 16: Interpretation System for Coefficient of Correlation29 

0.01–0.20 slight; almost negligible relationship 

0.20–0.40 low correlation; definite but small relationship 

0.40–0.70 moderate correlation; substantial relationship 

0.70–0.90 high correlation; marked relationship 

0.90–0.99 very high correlation; very dependable relationship 

 

There are a couple things that could have been done to improve the correlation coefficient in this test. 
The linguists on the survey team could have gone back and re-evaluated the RPE evaluations with the 
L1 Maninka speakers. That is, a system of better control checking of RPE evaluations could have 
been put in place before having the participants hear the tape. Another possibility would have been to 
have two separate teams in the preparation phase. Both teams would be made up of a linguist and a L1 
Maninka speaker. One team would work with L1 speakers in evaluating L2 speakers. The other team 
would then go and administer the SRT to the non-mother-tongue Maninka speakers. This would have 
eliminated the possibility of biasing the SRT. It would also involve a linguist in both parts of the SRT 
preparation giving more quality control over the whole. Another benefit would have been the 
reduction of any confusion and the speeding up of the calibration process. 
                                                     
28 Radloff, Carla F. 1991. Sentence Repetition Testing for Studies of Community Bilingualism. Dallas: Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. p 69. 
29 ibid. p 67. 
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By selecting sentences from a speech that was given in public, difficult sentences were found 
representing a large range of grammatical structures and vocabulary. This resulted in a test that may 
have been able to differentiate between US Foreign Service Institute’s (FSI) levels 4+ and 5 if it had 
been calibrated with an evaluation that differentiated between these levels. This test was able to 
differentiate the essential FSI levels of 1 through 4+. 

Overall Conclusions 
The numbers generated in this survey mean nothing if some boundaries are not set for interpretation. 
Grimes points out that, “Persons carrying out surveys to determine bilingual proficiency in a society 
may find that differing levels of proficiency are adequate to meet their differing purposes.”30 
Therefore, one has to decide his/her purpose before a conclusion can be drawn on these numbers. 
Grimes gives several examples of differing functions in a community requiring different levels of 
proficiency. She goes on to say that,  

Agricultural and medical personnel, and others engaged in community development, 
family counsellors (sic), Bible translators, and missionaries find that Level 4 
proficiency is needed both for themselves and within a community for adequate 
comprehension and use of the second language. They need to be able to effectively 
discuss situations in all domains of life, to discuss abstract ideas and understand the 
implications of nuances and idiom, to follow complex structures and arguments, to be 
able to effectively communicate and comprehend new information cross culturally.31 

The survey team decided that those communities that averaged a level 3 or lower would not have the 
language proficiency needed in Maninka of Kankan to adequately profit from the language program in 
that dialect. This means the Konyanka, Sankaran, Kuranko, and the Maninka of Ouré-Kaba will 
probably not be able to use the Kankan materials. Other possibilities should be explored for these 
groups. 

In this survey, the community of L1 Maninka speakers averaged a level 4 and not a 4+ or 5, as one 
would expect. This may mean that a 3+ on this SRT may be what Grimes had in mind as a level 4 (or 
possibly a 4-). This leaves a level 3+ as a “borderline” proficiency level. Bendor-Samuel says that 
“whenever comprehension levels for a community are in the ‘borderline’ range (i.e., neither clearly a 
need nor clearly not a need), the decision about whether or not to undertake a translation has to be 
made on the basis of comprehension plus sociolinguistic factors, not on comprehension alone.”32 The 
people of the Siguiri region and the Wassalunka fall into this “borderline” group. Therefore, 
sociolinguistic factors need to be taken into consideration. They may be able to use the language 
materials from Kankan, but the bigger question at this point is "will they want to use the Kankan 
materials?" It was the impression of this author that both the people in the Siguiri region and the 
Wassalunka would be willing to use the Kankan materials. The people of the Siguiri region claim they 
are Maninka, like in Kankan. However, they recognize that there are differences between their dialect 
and the dialect spoken in Kankan. They claimed to understand the people from Kankan very well. The 
Wassalunka also consider themselves Maninka. Some rumors say that they are the descendents of a 
people that were conquered by the Maninka and made into a slave class. They seemed willing to use 
the Maninka translation, though they said they would need to learn how to read first. 

                                                     
30 Bergman, T. G. 1990. Survey Reference Manual. Barbara Grimes “How Bilingual is Bilingual?” Dallas: 
Summer Institute of Linguistics. p 5.2.6. 
31 ibid. 
32 Bergman, T. G. 1990. Survey Reference Manual. David Bendor-Samuel. “Two Questions Surveys Must 
Answer.” Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. p 9.2.11. 
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A summary of these conclusions is illustrated in the map in figure 9: Conclusion Summary Map. This 
survey did not take into consideration those Maninka who live outside of their language area, for 
example, those that live in Conakry or the Forest Region. This survey only searched the Maninka 
region of Guinea to see if this area is homogeneous enough to use the same translation, and whether 
or not some of the other closely related dialects may be able to use it.   

 Guinea Languages and Dialects

 Area where Kankan translation is usable

 Area where proficiency is marginal

 Areas tested needing separate translation

Miles

100500

 
           Figure 9: Conclusion Summary Map 

Recommendations 
Based on the results and conclusions of this survey, the survey team would like to submit the 
following recommendations for consideration. 

Konyanka 
First, it is recommended that the Konya be considered a separate ethnolinguistic group needing their 
own language development program.  

Sankaran 
It was found in the 1996 survey that the Sankaran would probably be unwilling to use the Kuranko 
translation. It quotes an informant as saying, “If we brought a Kuranko book here right now, you 
could not understand it at all.”33 They summarized their findings by saying that a Sankaran translation 
would be the best option, Maninka may be acceptable pending a SRT, and Kuranko would be 
unacceptable due to sociolinguistic factors.34 Therefore, based on the findings of this SRT survey and 
other surveys, it is recommended that the Sankaran be considered a separate language program need. 
The possibility of using C.A.R.L.A.35 between all the Mandé languages should be explored. Both 
Maninka and Kuranko might be possibilities for a source text in a Sankaran C.A.R.L.A. project. 

                                                     
33 PBT-Guinea. 1996. Kuranko, Sankaran, and Lele Rapid Appraisal Survey Report. Conakry: Pioneer Bible 
Translators. Unpublished in-house document. p 11. 
34 ibid. p 9–11. 
35 Computer Aided Related Language Adaptation.  
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Wassalunka and Siguiri Regions 
The chief complaint of the Wassalunka was their low literacy rate. In this researcher's estimation, it is 
advisable to begin work among the Wassalunka and those in the Siguiri region with a Maninka 
literacy program. If difficulties in comprehension are found while teaching literacy, a separate 
language program might be considered. Until such a time, it is recommended that it be assumed that 
the Wassalunka and the people of the Siguiri region can use the Kankan materials. However, if it is 
found that the people of Siguiri or the Wassalunka have difficulty understanding the Maninka of 
Kankan, then the Bambara materials should be tested as a possibility before deciding to do a separate 
language project.  

Ouré-Kaba 
It is recommended that additional survey be undertaken to find out if the people of Ouré-Kaba can use 
materials in another dialect before stating that they are a seperate need. To begin, word list 
comparisons need to be made between the dialect of Ouré-Kaba and the other dialects in Guinea.  

Other Recommendations 
In as much as the people in Naboun tested to be at the same proficiency level as the Maninka of 
Kankan, it might be beneficial to take the SRT into Mali, and possibly Senegal, to see if the Kankan 
language program might be extended beyond the borders of Guinea. 
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Appendix A 
Reported Proficiency Evaluation Descriptions (English)36  

 

Accent proficiency descriptions 

(a) Pronunciation frequently unintelligible. 

(b) Frequent gross errors and a very heavy accent make understanding difficult, require frequent 
repetition. 

(c) ‘Foreign accent’ requires concentrated listening and mispronunciations lead to occasional 
misunderstanding and apparent errors in grammar or vocabulary. 

(d) Marked ‘foreign accent’ and occasional mispronunciations, which do not interfere with 
understanding. 

(e) No conspicuous mispronunciations, but would not be taken for a native speaker. 

(f) Native pronunciation, with no trace of ‘foreign accent’. 

 

Grammar proficiency descriptions 

(a) Grammar almost entirely inaccurate except in stock phrases. 

(b) Constant errors showing control of very few major patterns and frequently preventing 
communication. 

(c) Frequent errors showing some major patterns uncontrolled and causing occasional irritation and 
misunderstanding. 

(d) Occasional errors showing imperfect control of some patterns but no weakness that causes 
misunderstanding. 

(e) Few errors, with no patterns of failure. 

(f) No more than two errors during the interview. 

 

Vocabulary proficiency descriptions 

(a) Vocabulary inadequate for even the simplest conversation. 

(b) Vocabulary limited to basic personal and survival areas (time, food, transportation, family, etc.). 

(c) Choice of words sometimes inaccurate; limitations of vocabulary prevent discussion of some 
common professional and social topics. 

(d) Professional vocabulary adequate to discuss special interests; general vocabulary permits 
discussion of any nontechnical subject with some circumlocutions. 

(e) Professional vocabulary broad and precise; general vocabulary adequate to cope with complex 
practical problems and varied social situations. 

(f) Vocabulary apparently as accurate and extensive as that of an educated native speaker. 

 

                                                     
36 Radloff, Carla F. 1991. Sentence Repetition Testing for Studies of Community Bilingualism. Dallas: Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. pp 147–151. 
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Fluency proficiency descriptions 

(a) Speech is so halting and fragmentary that conversation is virtually impossible. 

(b) Speech is very slow and uneven except for short or routine sentences. 

(c) Speech is frequently hesitant and jerky; sentences may be left uncompleted. 

(d) Speech is occasionally hesitant, with some unevenness caused by rephrasing and groping for 
words. 

(e) Speech is effortless and smooth, but perceptibly nonnative in speed and evenness. 

(f) Speech on all professional and general topics as effortless and smooth as a native speaker’s. 

 

Comprehension proficiency descriptions 

(a) Understands too little for the simplest type of conversation. 

(b) Understands only slow, very simple speech on common social and touristic topics; requires 
constant repetition and rephrasing. 

(c) Understands careful, somewhat simplified speech directed to him, with considerable repetition 
and rephrasing. 

(d) Understands normal educated speech directed to him quite well, but requires occasional repetition 
or rephrasing. 

(e) Understands everything in normal educated conversation except for very colloquial or low-
frequency items or exceptionally rapid or slurred speech. 

(f) Understands everything in both formal and colloquial speech that an educated native speaker 
understands. 
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Appendix B 
Reported Proficiency Evaluation Descriptions (French)37 

 

Une évaluation de compétence en prononciation. 

(a) Sa prononciation est fréquemment incompréhensible. 

(b) À cause des grosses erreurs fréquentes et d'accent très fort, il est difficile de le comprendre sans 
répétition fréquente. 

(c) Il faut écouter bien à cause de son accent étranger. À cause de sa prononciation incorrecte il y a de 
temps en temps des malentendus et des erreurs évidentes de la grammaire et du vocabulaire. 

(d) Il y a un accent d'étranger et des prononciations incorrectes de temps en temps mais on peut le 
comprendre sans problème. 

(e) Ce n'est pas évident qu'il ait un accent mais on sait que la Maninka n'est pas sa langue maternelle. 

(f) Sa prononciation est parfaite, sans évidence d'un accent étranger. Personne ne sait par son accent 
qu'il vient ailleurs. 

 

Une évaluation de compétence en grammaire. 

(a) Sa grammaire est presque toujours incorrecte sauf des phrases mémorisées.  

(b) Des erreurs fréquentes montrent qu'il ne comprend pas bien la grammaire. Ceci bloque 
fréquemment la communication. 

(c) Des erreurs montrent qu'il y a encore des problèmes avec des règles majeures de la grammaire. 
Ceci crée de temps en temps des problèmes et des malentendus. 

(d) Des erreurs occasionnelles montrent que sa connaissance de la grammaire n'est pas parfaite mais 
cela ne crée pas de malentendus. 

(e) Des erreurs ne sont pas nombreux ni prévisibles. 

(f) Même dans une conversation longue, il n’y a plus de deux erreurs. 

 

Une évaluation de compétence en vocabulaire. 

(a) Son vocabulaire n'est pas suffisant même pour une conversation simple. 

(b) Son vocabulaire est limité aux choses fondamentales de la vie quotidien (par éxemple du temps, 
de la salutation, de la nourriture, de la transportation, de la famille, etc). 

(c) Parfois ses choix des mots ne sont pas juste. Ses limitations de vocabulaire empêchent quelques 
conversations ordinaires dans des domaines professionnels et socials. 

(d) Son vocabulaire professionnel est suffisant pour discuter ses intérêts spéciaux. Il peut discuter des 
choses non-technique mais quelque fois il faut qu'il s'explique parce qu'il ne connaît pas les mots 
précis. 

(e) Son vocabulaire technique est vaste et précis. Son vocabulaire général est suffisant pour des 
problèmes complexes et pour des différentes situations sociales. 

                                                     
37 Radloff, Carla F. 1991. Sentence Repetition Testing for Studies of Community Bilingualism. Dallas: Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. pp 147–151. (translation into French by survey team leader). 
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(f) Son vocabulaire est aussi grand et précis que ce d’un orateur Maninka. Par son vocabulaire 
personne ne sait qu'il n'est pas Maninka. 

 

Une évaluation de compétence de parler couramment. 

(a) Sa parole en Maninka est si hésitante et fragmentaire qu'il est presque impossible d'avoir une 
conversation. 

(b) Il parle très lentement et hésitant sauf quand il dit une phrase courte ou habituelle. 

(c) Sa parole est souvent hésitante, et quelquefois ses phrases sont incomplètes. 

(d) Quelquefois sa parole est hésitante avec des inégalités parce qu’il refait des phrases et cherche des 
mots. 

(e) Il parle couramment, sans effort, mais on sait qu'il n'est pas natif à cause de la vitesse et de 
l’inégalité de sa parole. 

(f) Sa parole en tout topique est courante et sans effort comme un natif. 

 

Une évaluation de compétence en compréhension. 

(a) Il ne comprend pas assez pour avoir une conversation simple en Maninka. 

(b) Il comprend un discours simple et lent sur des sujets bien connus. Il faut souvent répéter des 
phrases et donner d'autre phrase semblable pour le faire comprendre. 

(c) Il peut comprendre des discours simples qui sont dits avec soins à lui. Il faut souvent répéter et 
reconstituer des phrases. 

(d) Il comprend bien des discours normaux qui sont dits à lui, mais il faut parfois les répéter ou 
reconstituer. 

(e) Il comprend tout dans un discours normal sauf pour des gros argots, ou pour des paroles rares ou 
pour des élocution rapide ou mal articulé.  

(f) Il comprend tous les discours même formel ou argot qu'un maninka éduqué peut comprendre.
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Appendix C 
Reported Proficiency Evaluation Descriptions (Maninka) 

 

Kumagbe jate si, fïli¤adï [Prononciation]  

a) Kumakan mîn tî ¤ayela. 

b) Mïï mîn na fililu ka siya ani kuma fï¤a a la kuma tî ¤aye la fo ni a ka 
i kïseyi a ma su¤a siya ma.   

c) I ye i tolo malï a la kosîbî kabîn ala fïli¤a kuda kosïn ani ala kuma¤a 
telen bali waati dolu la a tî ¤ayela a ni fili kansariyalu ni kumayalu dï. 

d) Ni a kuma¤aye a yirakala ko londan ne ani ala kuma fï¤a koju waati dolu 
la konin a miriya dise ¤ayela. 

e) Hali ni kan masere tî a bolo konin an ka a lïn ko maninka kan tî a fa 
kan di.   

f) Ni a kuma fï¤a ka ¤in, hali kamasere kuda tî a bolo.  Mïï si tî a lïn a 
kuma¤a ma ko maninka tî.   

Kan Sariya jate si [Grammaire]  
a) A la kansariyalu ma¤in waati si la, fo kumaya mînnu lamaranin a kïnï.   

b) A la fililu siyaya ye a yirakala ko a ma kan sariya lïn.  Wodi se kîla 
sabudi a la kuma tî ¤aye.   

c) A la fililu ye a yirala ko hali bi kan sariya lu ma ban ¤ayela wodi se a 
kîla waati kelen kelen nu dï ani mïïlu tî ¤ïïn ¤aye. 

d) A la fili kelen kelen nu ye a yirala ko a la lïnin kan sariya dï wo ma 
ban dafala konin ani mïïlu ye ¤ïï ¤ayela. 

e) A la fililu man siya, a wa¤a tî a di.   

f) Hali bado jannu dï a la fili tî tamin fi la kan. 

Kuma dennu jate fïli ¤adï. [Vocabulaire]  

a) A la kuma den man siya, hali kuma nïman dï. 

b) A la kuma lïn ta ma tamin kolu la mînnu ye kîla lon bîî.  Misali: foli, 
balo, tama¤a so kïnï, denbaya kolu. 

c) Waati dolu la a la kuma fïta tî ¤ana tïmïn ko¤uma, ani dan ye a la kuma 
lïntala wodi a ka¤a bado kîla bara dakun dï ani adamaya kolu dï. 

d) A di se kumala a la baara ko kan kosîbî ani a ma kola¤a kolu a di se 
kumala ko gbansannu kan konin a ka kan ka a miriya ¤afï bao a ma a fï¤a 
lïn. 

e) A la baara ko kumalu ka siya, alu telenîn.  A siyamandï a la kumalu ka 
siya ka kuma ko gbîlînnu dï ani adamaya ko siya man. 

f) A la kumayalu ka siya alu telenîn, i ko maninka den, a la kuma fï ¤adï 
mïï tî a lïn ko maninka tî. 
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Kumafï¤a jate [Fluence]  

a) Sika sika ye a kuma ¤adï, han a tî se bado kîla ani da gbadan. 

b) A ye kumala sumaya dï, ani sika dï fo aba kî kuma suduninnu fïla ani a 
darinin mînnu la. 

c) Sika sika ye a kuma kan dï ani waati siyaman a la kumayalu tî dafa. 

d) Sika ye a kuma¤a dï waati dolula.  A kuma kan siinin tî ka sabukî kuma 
den kuda ¤inindi.   

e) Kumafï man gbîlîn a ma konin an ka lïn ko maninka den tî kabîn a la kuma 
siibaliya ni a wa¤ama. 

f) A di se ko bîî fïla, hali gbîlîya tî a dï, i ko mïï mîn fa kan ye. 

Famun nin, ¤ayeli [Comprehension]  

a) A tî fosi ¤ayela hali a tî se bado kan mînna. 

b) A di kuma nïmannu mîn ani mînnu sumaman, kolu kan mînnu lïnin.  Konin i 
ka kan ka i kïseyi kumalu ma waati bîî ani ka kuma kelen fï¤a gbîdî kî kosa 
a di a ¤aye.   

c) A di se kuma nïïmannu mînna, mînnu fï¤a dï bînin kïnin i ka kan ka i ko 
seyi kumalu kan anin ka a fï¤a gbîdîlu kî waati dolu la. 

d) A ye kuma menna mînnu ye fïla a ¤î, konin i ka kan ka i kïseyi kumalu 
kan ani ka a fï¤a gbîdîlu kî waati kelen kelen. 

e) A ye ko bîî ¤ayela kumalu dï fo kuma gbilinnu ani kuma mînnu tî fïla 
waati bîî ani kumala kalimannu, ani mînnu fï¤a ma ¤in. 

f) A ye kuma bîî famunna hali kuma sanimannu ani kuma mayîlîmanin i ko 
maninka den mîn karanin. 
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Appendix D 
RPE Level Descriptions38 

RPE level 0+. Very minimal proficiency. 

RPE level 1. Minimal, limited proficiency. 

A person at this level has a very heavy accent which makes understanding difficult 
and forces people to ask for repetition. There seem to be more mistakes in grammar 
than correct usage, except for stock phrases. Vocabulary is limited to basic personal 
and survival areas. Speech is slow and halting except for short or routine sentences. 
Understanding is limited to slow, very simple speech, with very frequent repetition 
and rephrasing. 

RPE level 1+. Limited, basic proficiency. 

RPE level 2. Adequate, basic proficiency. 

A person at this level has a heavy accent that forces people to concentrate when 
listening and sometimes causes misunderstanding and gives the appearance of errors. 
Some important grammatical rules are not controlled which occasionally causes 
misunderstanding and even irritation. Vocabulary is broad enough for daily topics, 
but limited in some common domains and sometimes inaccurate. Hesitations and 
jerkiness are frequent. Sometimes sentences cannot be completed. Understanding is 
possible if people speak carefully and simplify their speech somewhat, but they must 
repeat and/or rephrase frequently. 

RPE level 2+. Good, basic proficiency. 

RPE level 3. Good, general proficiency. 

A person at this stage has a marked ‘foreign’ accent, with occasional 
mispronunciations, but these do not interfere with understanding. Imperfect control of 
some grammatical patterns causes occasional errors, but understanding is not 
affected. Vocabulary is adequate to cope with varied social situations and special 
interests in professional domains with some circumlocutions. Speech is occasionally 
hesitant and perceptibly nonnative in speed and evenness. Normal educated speech is 
understood quite well, with only occasional need for repetition or rephrasing. 

RPE level 3+. Very good, general proficiency. 

RPE level 4. Excellent proficiency. 

A person at this level still has a very slight accent but no longer mispronounces 
words. No patterns of grammatical error remain and only rarely are errors made. 
Vocabulary is broad and precise, adequate for all technical, social, and practical 
situations. Only a slight difference in the speed and evenness of speech separates this 
speaker from a native speaker. Comprehension is complete except for very slurred or 
rapid speech or perhaps uncommon words or idioms. 

                                                     
38 Radloff, Carla F. 1991. Sentence Repetition Testing for Studies of Community Bilingualism. Dallas: Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. pp152–153. 
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RPE level 4+. Approaching native speaker proficiency.
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Appendix E 
RPE Interview Form 

Interviewer: 

Location of Interview:        Date of interview: 

Places lived &  Time MT rater’s   Address 
Name         or Ident. 

 

Occup. 

 

Age 

 

Educ. 

 

Sex 

 

MT 

In home 
Lang. 

Birthpl. Current Other pl. 

          

 

Places lived & Time OT ratee’s   Address 
Name         or Ident. 

 

Occup. 

 

Age 

 

Educ. 

 

Sex 

 

MT 

In home 
Lang. 

Birthpl. Current Other pl. 

1          

2          

3          

4          

5          

6          

7          

 

RPE N
o 

Time 
known 

Relation 
w/rater 

Lang. 
speak 

Freq. Mani. 
in 2 mo. 

Normal topics 
of conversation 

Acc Grm Voc Flu Com 

Tot 
RPE 

1            

2            

3            

4            

5            

6            

7            
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Appendix F 
Maninka SRT Text 

 

Name: _____________________________   Reference Number: ________ Date: _______ 

A1)  A ye jii tala. 

A2)  N wato so kïnï. 

A3)  A ye sobo dïtela. 

A4)  Alu den ye alu da fî. 

A5)  Alu ye malo tudula. 

A6)  Dennîn mînnu ye alu tolo malo la tariku la. 

1) Wo ye jiimafa le di. 

2) Mïïya tî fadibanku di. 

3) A fa le Amara Kantî di. 

4) Ala ko tî se bïla an kïnï. 

5) A kîda gbodoya kîlîbaa le di. 

6) N toda baara diya sïïmada jona la. 

7) N ko, fadafinna silolo bada tîî bi. 

8) A ka Libankalula fïïbîfïïbî do karan. 

9) Wo fï n ¤î ka du¤a kî, n kun na, dibi di. 

10) A ka Nko sîbîsun jîdî sindi wo duusagbî. 

11) A ka san loolu ¤ïïn kî jawo ni mïï karanna yen. 

12) †lu ka kan ka a lïn ko Nko sîbîli ye fen ne di. 

o omission d’un mot 

s substitution d’un mot pour un autre 

> ou < changement d’arrangement des mots 

~~ des mots ne sont pas clairs 

+ un mot ou une expression était ajouté 

R répétition d’un mot ou une expression 

M un mauvais mot ou une erreur grammaticale 
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13) Du¤a di ban a tïï tî bï an sïnïmî ni an dalu dï. 

14) Kîndîya lajînsîn ne ka di Ali ¤î lïnnin tï bîî di. 

15) A tun ye a fî ka wolu dafa saranun waa wïïrï le la. 

16) Fadafinna lolo mîn tî donna jaaba lolu wîrîlu tîma. 

17) A senîn mïïnîn kîla mïïba di, ka mïïba fana kî mïïnîn di. 

18) Kantî Solomaana ye a fa den kî tan ni filanan ne di saya 

kï. 

19) A bïda karanta la sînîn fiyewu, ka taa julaya diya gben 

kïïjida la. 

20) A taada waati kî a dïïkî Abaasi Kantî jankarotï fî Bïkîduu. 

21) Wo le koson, Kantî Solomaana bïnîn Abijan sando la ka na 

Kankan. 

22) Nba, Nko sîbîli bada ban labï la, Kantî bada a ye a bînnîn.  

23) A senîn Bamako yen, mïïlu ka alu lï alu sennu kundï a nïfî. 

24) An senîn lu ma, Kantî kan n ma ko, «kî Ælu bada n 

kunnayeren bi fiyewu». 

25) Fo ile mîn bada kî sababu di ka palan do kara an fadafinnu 

ye. 

26) Juma mîn tuunda wola karo tele seyin, ale ka bundî do kili 

a bada. 
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27) N senîn a laban ma, alu bîî barada ka alu tîî fï n ¤î 

wadawadawada. 

28) A ka sîbîli mîn nabï wo lon, an ye lîra nin sîbî kan wo le 

kelen dï nin. 

29) Hankali ye kîla palan mîn dï ka a dun kaman na, alu tun ma 

wo le sïdïn.  

30) Do baa kuma ¤uma sîbî, do gbîrî baa kî wo karanna, wo di a 

kî a juuman di. 

31) A tun ka alu lïn kïdïman de, konin, a ka a makafo senya wo 

le dï kosîbî. 

32) Wo ka a tîdî nne fana bada belenna ¤uma dïbîn Kantî ni ala 

sîbîsun kan. 

33) Ile na kuma mînnu bîî fïla wodi, wolu ma kan ka bï nne jîdî 

da dï ¤a suu suu ma. 

34) Hali n tun ma baara damina fïlï, do nada a fï n ¤î ko Kantî 

Solomaana bada sa. 

35) Fïïbî wo kumada fadafinnula karanbaliya ni alula kumalu 

sîbîbaliya le                                                         

kan.   

36) Bari a nada jii Arabu sîbîli la Nko kangbî ladan tuma le. 

Wo kî, a ka wo boloka. 
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37) Ala jankaro mîn fana kînîn a sata di, wo ka a mina fïlï kî 

Bamako yen senya wo le dï. 

38) I baa karan walikan dï kati, i don ma karan i fakan dï, i 

bada karan sa, kïnin tï ye i la. 

39) I ka mîn kî ila du¤adïtîî kuntaa kïdï, Alla kana ¤ina wo 

la.  Alla don kana wo bï an kïnï. 

40) Saya senîn mïï gbu le latununna a mïï¤ïïnnu ma, konin 

fiyewu a ma se tïï ni baara ¤uma si latununna. 

41) A ka san loolu ¤ïïn kî jawo ni mïï karanna yen foo sariya 

makïlï na jawo latïn mîn kîla Jinî jamana kan. 

42) Kantî Solomaana Nko sîbîsun sindibaa fïlï moyida waa kelen 

ni kîmî kïnïndï ni muwan ni fila le la. 

43) A fïda n ¤î yïrï mîn ko Kantî bada sa, n ka a fï n ko 

yirijuba do bada be telebe Afiriki kan. 

44) A ka san tan ni saba kî bïlïn bîrînbîrînna famalu nïfî, sa 

alu di sïn ala sîbîli tala a ¤a bîdî ma.  

45) Kïnin wo kafa fïlï fen wo fen labïda, Kantî tîdî wo bîî 

dïfadala mïïlu tî le gbansan na, ba wo wadibï tî a dï. 

46) Wo fana ma se Nko mîsîkîmîsîkî kumalu bîî sîbîla 

faranfasili dafanîn dï, yo Kantî ye a fî ka a kî ¤a mîn.  
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47) Kantî bannîn kumaya damadï wo karanna Libankalula fïïbî wo 

dï, wo le ka a lï manenkakan sîbîli miriya tala. 

48) Nka, ba wo a nanîn tîdî jiiya fila mîn ma konakiri yan ni 

wo si ma na mafa, wo le jiitî ka a lï bïla konakiri yan. 

49) An kana an yilisi mïï gbîdî si la dîmînnin na, ba wo, 

Arabulu tî na bïla a Arabu la, ka na an dîmîn an fakan sîbî 

la. 

50) Nba ¤innu bîî tonîn Ælu Nko karandennu le ¤î Kantî 

solomaana bolo; ko Ælu fana ye alu lakanda sinin bïnsïn 

natïlu ye.
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Appendix G 
Maninka of Kankan SRT Score Sheet 

Location: 

No: 

Date: 

Sex:  M   F 

Age: 10 à 20 ans  21 à 30 ans  31 à 40 ans  40 à 50 ans  51 + 

Niveau d’éducation: 

Lieu de naissance: 

Lieu de naissance de votre père:    de votre mère: 

Vous habitez ici depuis quand? 

Autre endroits ou vous avez habité(e):    durée d’habitation: 
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Maninka of Kankan SRT Score Sheet 

P1)  N wato so kïnï. 

P2)  Alu ye malo tudula. 

P3)  Ala ko tî se bïla an kïnï. 

1) Mïïya tî fadibanku di. 

2) A kîda gbodoya kîlîbaa le di. 

3) Dennîn mînnu ye alu tolo malo la tariku la. 

4) Wo fï n ¤î ka du¤a kî, n kun na, dibi di. 

5) A ka san loolu ¤ïïn kî jawo ni mïï karanna yen. 

6) Fo ile mîn bada kî sababu di ka palan do kara an fadafinnu ye. 

7) Du¤a di ban a tïï tî bï an sïnïmî ni an dalu dï. 

8) Do baa kuma ¤uma sîbî, do gbîrî baa kî wo karanna, wo di a kî a juuman di. 

9) Ile na kuma mînnu bîî fïla wodi, wolu ma kan ka bï nne jîdî da dï ¤a suu suu ma. 

10) Kantî Solomaana ye a fa den kî tan ni filanan ne di saya kï. 

11) Wo ka a tîdî nne fana bada belenna ¤uma dïbîn Kantî ni ala sîbîsun kan. 

12) An kana an yilisi mïï gbîdî si la dîmînnin na, ba wo, Arabulu tî na bïla a Arabu la, ka na 

an dîmîn an fakan sîbî la. 

13) A taada waati kî a dïïkî Abaasi Kantî jankarotï fî Bïkîduu. 

14) Bari a nada jii Arabu sîbîli la Nko kangbî ladan tuma le. Wo kî, a ka wo boloka. 

15) Saya senîn mïï gbu le latununna a mïï¤ïïnnu ma, konin fiyewu a ma se tïï ni baara ¤uma 

si latununna. 
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Appendix H 
SRT Raw Scores by Location 

The following tables, table 17 through table 30, present the raw scores for each test location in this 
survey. They are arranged in the order in which the locations were tested. Each table contains the test 
subject’s number (in the order in which they took the test), sex, age, level of education, total number 
of errors made on the test, total score on the test, and equivalent RPE level.  

Table 17: Sérékoro’s Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 m 65 22 23 33
2 m 69 29 16 2+2+
3 m 40 coranique 11 34 4+4+
4 f 50 31 14 2+2+
5 f 40 31 14 2+2+
6 m 70 31 14 2+2+
7 m 11 23 22 33
8 m 60 33 12 22
9 m 80 38 7 1+1+
10 m 18 6 29 16 2+2+
11 m 18 23 22 33
12 f 16 38 7 1+1+
13 f 35 21 24 3+3+
14 f 30 24 21 33
15 m 45 18 27 3+3+
16 m 35 16 29 44
17 m 40 18 27 3+3+
18 m 20 8 17 28 3+3+
19 m 10 3 29 16 2+2+
20 m 10 3 36 9 22
21 f 12 3 38 7 1+1+
22 f 28 23 22 33
23 f 35 6 33 12 22
24 m 10 34 11 22
25 m 18 19 26 3+3+
26 m 14 5 26 19 33
27 m 77 15 30 44
28 m 14 5 31 14 2+2+
29 f 19 24 21 33
30 f 10 3 23 22 33
31 f 12 3 38 7 1+1+
32 f 40 1 37 8 22
33 f 60 33 12 22
34 f 17 26 19 33
35 f 14 23 22 33
36 f 38 25 20 33
37 f 35 22 23 33
38 f 25 22 23 33
39 f 37 6 26 19 33
40 f 40 26 19 33

 

Table 18: Kankan’s Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 m 45 6 18 27 3+3+
2 m 35 23 22 33
3 m 42 9 16 29 44
4 m ? Coranic 13 32 44
5 m 40 Coranic 15 30 44
6 m 41 11 17 28 3+3+
7 m 50 4 11 34 4+4+
8 m 40 Coranic 18 27 3+3+
9 f 30 9 15 30 44
10 f 18 10 7 38 4+ or 54+ or 5
11 m 30 Uni 11 34 4+4+
12 m 17 10 13 32 44
13 m 24 12 11 34 4+4+
14 f 18 8 19 26 3+3+
15 f 15 15 30 44
16 f 16 9 7 38 4+ or 54+ or 5
17 f 25 Coranic 15 30 44
18 f 19 11 18 27 3+3+
19 f 28 9 36 4+4+
20 m 14 8 12 33 44
21 m 10 30 15 2+2+
22 f 18 8 6 39 4+ or 54+ or 5
23 m 13 6 7 38 4+ or 54+ or 5
24 f 16 8 14 31 44
25 m 11 3 15 30 44
26 m 13 5 21 24 3+3+
27 m 16 8 7 38 4+ or 54+ or 5
28 f 14 8 6 39 4+ or 54+ or 5
29 f 15 6 15 30 44
30 m 21 11 13 32 44
31 m 14 6 2 43 5?5?
32 f 13 5 17 28 3+3+
33 f 16 10 10 35 4+4+
34 m 10 23 22 33
35 f ? 3 21 24 3+3+
36 f 16 10 4 41 5?5?
37 f 15 8 13 32 44
38 m 9 3 22 23 33
39 m 22 coranique 10 35 4+4+
40 f 14 6 24 21 33
41 f 13 4 15 30 44
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Table 19: Kouroussa’s Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 m 16 7 15 30 44
2 m 2 43 5?5?
3 m 29 Coranic 9 36 4+4+
4 m 39 8 13 32 44
5 f 5 20 25 3+3+
6 m college 6 39 4+ or 54+ or 5
7 m 18 15 30 44
8 m 30 16 29 44
9 f 18 12 33 44
10 f 17 14 31 44
11 f 16 5 40 5?5?
12 m 30 9 12 33 44
13 f 18 16 29 44
14 f 17 4 12 33 44
15 f 68 16 29 44
16 m 22 6 12 33 44
17 m 18 10 22 23 33
18 f 16 18 27 3+3+
19 f 40 14 31 44
20 f 45 13 32 44

 

Table 20: Dinguiraye’s Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 m 23 12 15 30 44
2 m 36 1 12 33 44
3 m 40 6 3 42 5?5?
4 m 35 7 11 34 4+4+
5 f 45 secretair 12 33 44
6 m 35 11 6 39 4+ or 54+ or 5
7 m 29 7 18 27 3+3+
8 m 38 8 11 34 4+4+
9 m 41 univ 12 33 44
10 m 29 10 12 33 44
11 m 18 5 18 27 3+3+
12 f 18 21 24 3+3+
13 f 17 3 27 18 2+2+
14 f 16 7 6 39 4+ or 54+ or 5
15 f 20 18 27 3+3+
16 f 17 11 16 29 44
17 f 22 18 27 3+3+
18 f 38 6 13 32 44
19 f 30 3 12 33 44
20 rejected
21 f 17 5 16 29 44

 

Table 21: Matagania’s Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 m 32 18 27 3+3+
2 m 28 3 16 29 4
3 m 30 14 31 4
4 m 31 21 24 3+3+
5 m 33 19 26 3+3+
6 f 28 3 7 38 5?5?
7 f 22 21 24 3+3+
8 f 45 coranic 18 27 3+3+
9 f 31 2 13 32 4
10 f 18 coranic 17 28 3+3+

 

Table 22: Dabola’s Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 m 24 21 24 3+3+
2 rejected
3 f 36 11 13 32 44
4 m 23 11 34 4+4+
5 m 33 5 18 27 3+3+
6 m 23 12 15 30 44
7 f 46 coranic 24 21 33
8 m 32 8 13 32 44
9 f 26 12 33 44
10 f 23 6 15 30 44
11 f 32 4 10 35 4+4+

 

Table 23: Saladou’s Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 m 33 ENI 8 37 4+ or 54+ or 5
2 m 44 ENI 18 27 3+3+
3 m 35 8 37 4+ or 54+ or 5
4 m 30 2 17 28 3+3+
5 m 25 N'Ko 17 28 3+3+
6 m 19 17 28 3+3+
7 m 36 14 31 44
8 m 43 13 32 44
9 m 15 38 7 1+1+
10 m 40 21 24 3+3+
11 m 31 11 40 5 1+1+
12 m 29 2 15 30 44
13 m 17 21 24 3+3+
14 m 40 12 33 44
15 m 71 17 28 3+3+
16 m 58 9 36 4+4+
17 m 36 13 32 44
18 m 28 8 37 4+ or 54+ or 5
19 m 16 5 9 36 4+4+
20 m 28 18 27 3+3+
21 f 26 29 16 2+2+
22 f 19 6 11 34 4+4+
23 f 16 11 34 4+4+
24 f 28 17 28 3+3+
25 f 38 35 10 22
26 f 30 29 16 2+2+
27 f 38 45 0 11
28 f 45 27 18 2+2+
29 f 26 20 25 3+3+
30 f 25 18 27 3+3+
31 f 17 3 29 16 2+2+
32 f 15 29 16 2+2+
33 f ? 25 20 33
34 f 20 14 31 44
35 f 18 20 25 3+3+
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Table 24: Kintinia's Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 m 64 coranique 23 22 33
2 m 29 coranique 23 22 33
3 m 43 15 30 44
4 m 28 coranique 21 24 3+3+
5 m 41 FAS 17 28 3+3+
6 m 13 3 26 19 33
7 m 43 15 30 44
8 m 34 8 37 4+ or 54+ or 5
10 m 40 coranique 27 18 2+2+
11 m 37 coranique 19 26 3+3+
12 m 58 coranique 18 27 3+3+
13 m 64 22 23 33
14 m 27 6 39 4+ or 54+ or 5
15 m 24 31 14 2+2+
16 f 35 1 21 24 3+3+
17 f 26 coranique 23 22 33
18 f 15 21 24 3+3+
19 f 16 28 17 2+2+
20 f 27 18 2+2+
21 f 20 30 15 2+2+
22 f 15 coranique 12 33 44
23 f 15 22 23 33
24 f 27 19 26 3+3+
25 f 16 7 17 28 3+3+
26 f 15 5 19 26 3+3+
27 f 23 18 27 3+3+
28 f 15 5 17 28 3+3+
29 f 28 21 24 3+3+
30 f 18 26 19 33

 

Table 25: Kankan's Raw Scores 
(Verification of Admin2) 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 f 21 coranique 30 15 2+2+
2 m 35 coranique 34 11 22
3 m 30 5 20 25 3+3+
4 m 34 6 26 19 33
5 m 49 6 22 23 33
6 m 42 coranique 16 29 44
7 m 40 8 38 7 1+1+
8 m 26 7 7 38 4+ or 54+ or 5
9 f 39 9 19 26 3+3+
10 19 9 28 17 2+2+
11 m 35 9 15 30 44
12 m 26 10 19 26 3+3+

 

Table 26: Ouré-Kaba's Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 f 30 35 10 22
2 f 40 27 18 2+2+
3 f 20 25 20 33
4 f 60 32 13 2+2+
5 f 14 22 23 33
6 f 30 25 20 33
7 f 35 24 21 33
8 f 23 33 12 22
9 f 16 8 21 24 3+3+
10 f 14 technique 26 19 33
11 m 25 8 32 13 2+2+
12 m 38 12 36 9 22
13 m 56 coranique 37 8 22
14 m 50 11 34 11 22
15 m 27 10 35 10 22
16 m 16 9 29 16 2+2+
17 m 19 10 17 28 3+3+
18 m 17 7 23 22 33
19 m 18 7 29 16 2+2+
20 m 16 8 30 15 2+2+

 

Table 27: Manfran's Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 f 45 31 14 2+2+
2 f 50 30 15 2+2+
3 f 41 24 21 33
4 f 16 30 15 2+2+
5 f 46 27 18 2+2+
6 f 35 23 22 33
7 f 23 37 8 22
8 f 25 20 33
9 f 22 32 13 2+2+
10 f 24 2 30 15 2+2+
11 m 37 10 19 26 3+3+
12 m 20 22 23 33
13 m 17 30 15 2+2+
14 m 25 6 16 29 44
15 m 40 24 21 33
16 m 40 15 30 44
17 m 45 20 25 3+3+
18 m 32 6 24 21 33
19 m 23 31 14 2+2+
20 m 20 30 15 2+2+

 

Table 28: Diaraguéréla's Raw Scores 

Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel
1 f 28 17 2+2+
2 f 20 45 0 11
3 f 35 37 8 22
4 f 30 26 19 33
5 f 22 34 11 22
6 f 30 38 7 1+1+
7 m 53 20 25 3+3+
8 m 37 30 15 2+2+
9 m 65 32 13 2+2+
10 m 85 33 12 22
11 m 30 32 13 2+2+
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Table 29: Diaradou's Raw Scores 
Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel

1 f 40 8 37 4+ or 54+ or 5
2 f 28 18 27 3+3+
3 f 25 5 19 26 3+3+
4 f 30 16 29 44
5 f 35 23 22 33
6 f 22 13 32 44
7 m 38 10 35 4+4+
8 m 65 3 17 28 3+3+
9 m 41 9 36 4+4+
10 m 12 33 44
11 m 41 15 30 44
12 m 79 14 31 44

 

Table 30: Naboun's Raw Scores 
Number Sex Age Education # missed Score LevelLevel

1 f 52 16 29 44
2 f 45 19 26 3+3+
3 f 30 18 27 3+3+
4 f 55 18 27 3+3+
5 f 50 11 34 4+4+
6 f 55 11 34 4+4+
7 m 60 16 29 44
8 m 55 13 32 44
9 m 30 15 30 44
10 m 30 12 33 44
11 m 40 14 31 44
12 m 47 19 26 3+3+
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